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(論 文 審 査 の 結 果 の 要 旨)
重 さ1の 保型 形 式 は,そ の 収 束 の 困 難 さ故 に,実 例 に 乏 し く,ま た 解 析
的 手 法 に よ る一 般 論 も充 分 に 展 開 され て い な い.例 えば 次 元公 式 さえ,未
だ に 確立 され て い な い 。 一方,近 時 代 数 的 手 法 を用 い て,ア ル テ ィンL関
数 との 対 応 が.Delinge-Serreによ り(重 さ1の 場 合の み)一 挙 に 確立
され た 。 申請 者は,神 戸 大 学 平 松 助教 授 の 影 響 下 に,ア ル テ ィ ンLよ り出
発 して,そ れ か ら得 られ る重 さ1の 尖 点 形 式 の フー リェ展 開 を 詳細 に 調べ,
そ の 数 論 へ の 応 用 を 試 み た 。
こ の よ うな 視 点 は,既 に ヘ ッケの 古典 的 仕事 の う ちに も見 られ る通 り,
必 ず し も全 く新 しい もの で は な い が.現 在 の か な り整 備 され た 一 般 論 を考
慮 に 入 れ た,組 織 的 研 究 は 望 ま しい もの で あ る.
申 請 者の 得 た4次 剰 余 記 号の 相 互 律 に 対す る結 果 は,4次 剰 余 へ の 新 し
い ア プ ロー チ と して,一 般 剰 余 記 号の 研 究 者 の 評 価 を 得 て い る。 また,楕
円 曲 線 のL関 数 と重 さ1の 尖 点 形 式の 間 の 合 同 関 係 は,従 来 未 解 決 だ った
1っ の 場 合 を 埋 め て お り,新 結 果 と して 評 価 で き る。 さ らに 申請 者は 申請
論 文 以 後 に も,い くつ か の 類 似 ま た は よ り一 般 の 場 合の結 果 を 得て お り,
今 後 も活 発 な 研 究 活 動 が 続 く こ とが 予 測 され る。
以 上 に よ って,本 論 文 は理 学 博 士 の 学 位 論 文 と して 価 値 あ る もの と認 め
る 。
な お,主 論 文 及 び 参 考論 文 に 報 告 され て い る研 究 業 績 を 中心 と して これ
に 関 連 した 研 究分 野 に つ い て 試 問 した 結 果,合 格 と認 め た。
CUSP FORMS OF WEIGHT  OHE,  QUrRTIC RECIPROCITY 
                  AND 
             ELLIPTIC CURVES 
                   By 
              NOBURO I SHI I
 1. Introduction 
   Let m be a non-square positive integer. Let K be the Galois extension 
over the rational number field Q generated by and ivia. Then its 
Galois group over Q is the dihedral groupDi of order 8 andhasthe 
                                                       4 unique two-dimensional irreducible complex rer.,resentationY. 
In view of the theory of Hecke-Weil-Langlands, we know that )defines 
a cusp form of weight one (c.f. Serre [6]) . This cusp form is denoted 
by (f,K), The present paper consists of two parts. In the first 
part 0'2 and SS3), we shall study the number theoretic properties of 
e(T,K) deduced from K. We show firstly that E7(-C,K) has three 
expressions by definite or indefinite theta series. We may consider 
these expressions of (3(T,K) as the identities between cusp forms of 
weight one. This point of view gives a, number theoretic explanation for 
the identities between cusp forms ([3]). Further we show that the 
Fourier coefficients of the cusp form e (Z ,K) determine the 
decomposition law of the extension K/Q and especially the aua-tic 
residuacity of m. These results are obtained from that K has three 
quadratic subfields over which K is abelian. In particular, for the
-1-
case m is prime, we write down the above expressions of  ()(E,K) 
explicitly by determining the class group corresponding to K in each 
quadratic subfield. We deduce from this a special case of quartic 
reciprocity law. In this part we also establish the "higher reciprocity 
law" of the defining equation of K. 
   Let E be the elliptic curve defined by the equation:y2= x3-±-4mx. 
Then K is generated over Q by certain torsion points of E. The purpose 
of the second part is to study the property of e(L,K) related to E 
through K. Let.- (P , E) denote the inverse Mellin transform of the L-
function of E. Then (T, E) is a cusp form of weight two (c.f. 
Shimura [8]). In §4, we shall show, under certain assumption on m, 
the following congruence relation: 
e (T,K) = -LC(L,E) mod 4e 
We remark that this result provides an answer for the problem proposed 
by Koike (c.f. Koike [4]). 
   The aLuthor would like to express his hearty gratitude to Professor 
T.Hiramatsu for encouraging him to consider these problems and 
Dr.Y.Nimura for very helpful discussions. 
2. Quartic residuacity and cusp forms of weight one 
   Let m be a non-square positive integer such that m has the 
following decomposition in prime numbers p: 
(1)m= I I pe(P)~ 0~ e(P)~ 30 
Let K= Q(\,41) be the field generated by V-1 and 4,f m over the 
-2-
rational number field  0. Then K is a Galois extension over 0 of degree 
8 and its Galois group G= G(K/Q) is isomorphic to the dihedral group 
D4 of order 8. Let G and p be the two generators of G defined by 
              6 (4~)= f-1 4Jm, u (,I--1 )= 
F(45)= 4,17„,P(J-1)= 
Then the following Diagram 1 of subfields of K is obtained: 
K 
L=.Q(-17:1,Fri) 
< < f>> F= Q(\rin)k= Q( J-1) E= 0( ~) <G2, 6F> 
<6-> 
                                 Diagram 1.
   To the field K we shall define a cusp form 6(z,K) of weight one. 
Let 4 be the two-dimensional complex irreducible representation of 
G defined by                 1 0/ 0 1~ 
                            4-• 
Then the representation det kp of G defined by (d.etY) (g)= det ;U(g) 
induces a Dirichlet character E such that 
E(n)= (-1/n). 
Denote the Artin L-function associated with Li) by 
co  
L(s,K/Q, y/)== ------ a(n)n-s. 
n=1 
Then L(s,K/Q,L1i) has the Euler product: 
-3--
(2)  L(s,K/Q,1)_ (1-a(p)p-s)-1 I I (1-a(p)p-s+ E(p)p-2s)-1, 
pi Np]`N 
where N denotes the conductor of V). Now we define the function 
9 (i,K) by 
9 (L,K)= ~ a(n)gn , q- exp(2TF-71 T). 
n=1 
It follows from the well known theory of Hecke-Weil-Langlands that 
9 (r,K) is a cusp form (new form) of weight one with character 6 
on the Hecke group 1o(y)1). 
   We are going to give explicit form of 9(T_,K). At first we explain 
the notation used below. Let and A be fields such that Lo_, is 
abelian over A . Then F(.R//\) (resp. f(iL/A)) denotes the conductor 
(resp. the finite part of conductor) of XI over /\ . Let M be one of the 
quadratic fields appeared in Diagram 1. Then 0-14 denotes the ring of 
integers of M and Nm/Q denotes the norm of N over Q. Let 6L be an 
integral ideal of M. If M is imaginary (resp. real) , then HIy1(,uZ) denotes 
the group of ray classes (resp. narrow ray classes) modulo nof M. 
Furthermore PI(bz) denotes the subgroup of HLI(61)generated by principal 
classes (resp. principal classes represented by totally positive 
elements). If 15- is an ideal prime ton , then [15-] denotes the class 
of ITI,1(m) represented by 1,-. If b is an element of M and (b) is the 
principal ideal generated by b, then [b] denotes j(b)]. Finally let 
Cm(K) (resp.CI,I(L)) denote the subgroup ofHI41(f(K/M)) corresponding 
to the field K (resp. L). 
   Let J' and 141 be as above. Then the restriction of to the abelian 
group G(K/M) decomposes into two distinct linear representations FpI 
1) See Serre [ 6], for example. 
--4-
andof  G(K/M)  . Via Artin reciprocity law,we can identify g 
and rm with characters ofiII~I(f(K/I'1))trivial onCm(K). We denote 
these characters by the same notation. If c1. and civ1 are the finite 
part of conductors of P.M and r respectively, then cif is conjugate 
to c1 over Q. Let €.i (resp.  ) be the primitive character of g„. 
                                                                                                               1 (resp. €14 ) and L(s, PI,I ) (resp. L(s,,I )) the Hecke L-function associated 
with gm (resp. €)
.'m). Then it is well known that 
                              2) 
(3) L(s,K/Q, CP )= L(s, EId= L(s, gid o 
Let CM(K) and CjI(L) be the image of CI„I(K) and C1,(L) by the canonical 
homomorphism of HII(f(K/M)) to HLi(c1,I) respectively. Then, as shown in[3] , 
                L( s,i1)= --------(~) i`r , (~)~s,                                 i'1 i°/ Q 
                   L1 CM(L) 
where 
           _f 1 if [ITZ1E CH(K) , 
             --1 otherwise . 
Applying the inverse hlellin transformation on the both side of (3), 
we obtain 
(4)S(1,K) = ; XM(n)gNM/Q(a). 
GZC'.1 
[02] E CM(L) 
Therefore 9 (r,K) has three expressions according to quadratic fields 
F,E and k. To determine CIy1(K) and Cm(L) , i*s necessary to know the 
conductor,\ of K/M and L/I'I. Let K,L and F be fields such that 
K=DLDF and [L:F]= 2. Assume K is abelian over F_ Then f(K/F) is 
2)See L3]. 
—5--
determined by f(K/L) and the  differernt D(L/F) of L over F. Thus we have 
   Lemma 1. For a prime ideal 2 of L, let f(T) (resp. g(p)) denote 
the p -exponent of f(K/L) (resp. D(L/F)). Put 
e(T)= max( 0, g(P)-f(f)). 
Then 
            f(K/F)= f(k/L)D(L/r)IIpe()• 
   Proof. This is deduced from the proof of Lemma 1 in [ 3] . 
   It follows from CL:M] = 2 that f (L/M) = D(L/M)2. And D(L/M) is deduced 
from the following equalities: 
D(L/Q) 2= D(F/Q) D(E/Q) D(k/Q ) 
             D(L/Q) = D(L/M)D(M/Q) . 
In view of Lemma 1, to obtain F(K/M) it is sufficient to determine 
F(K/L). Write 
                 m= 2e(2)m1'0<e(3, (m1,2)= 1. 
Let 
n1= p, n2= J T p. 
plm1 plm1 
                   e(p):even e(p):odd
Furthermore put n= n1-Jn2. Then the conductor F(K/L) is as follows.
e( 2) 1,3 0 2
 m1 mod 8 1 5 3,7 1,5 3 7
F(K/L) 4n n 2n . 4n . 4n , 2n n _
In the  next Table 2,
        Table 1. 
we give F(K/M), F(L/N) andCM in only the cases
—6—
needed below,  thus, the cases where m are crime numbers 13-_5.
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                                Table 2. 
In the above Table 2,  Y2 denotes a prime ideal of F dividing 2 and 
 i(1= 1,2) denote infinite places of F. From this we know that 
CM(L)= Cm(L) and CIy1(K)= Cl1(K) except the case p= 1 mod 8 and M= F_ 
   Assumethat m is a prime p congruent to 5 mod 8. Denote by e( ,,M) 
the right side of (4). In (I) through (Tr) below, we shall determine 
e(T,M) explicitly for M= E,k and F respectively. In the following 
we write simply HI,,1 and Pm in place of Hi,1(f (K/M)) and PI;,1(f (K/M) ) 
respectively. Further for a prime ideal T_of_PI denote by r(T) a 
generator of the group ((-1,,I )X . And, for an integral ideal 6Z. dividing 
f(K/N) , denote by K(a) the kernel of the canonical homomorphism of Pm 
toP11(TO. 
   (I) The case M= E (= Q(J- p)) . Put = (4-7-4)).  Let (; and it be 
integers of E satisfying the following properties: 
         (~)_ ~(-p mod 2,= 1 mod 2,/1C-Z; 
cam}-E' 1 mod ;? ; A = r() mod`' . 
Then it is easy to see 
PE= <CWl, C711) , K(2)= <[<>, 
K((2))=<[711>• 
                              -7-
  Since F(K/E)= 22 and F(L/E)=  1, we see 
             CE(L)DPE;CE(K)FE,K(V),K((2))
  This implies 
[HE:PEnCE(K)]= 2• CE(K)- [I_J],  
  From this, noting thatN2E CE(K), we have 
FEnCE(K)= [WJLL1 . 
  It follows from the genus theory that the class number h(E) of 
  even and that the number of square classes in HE/PE equals to 
  Let Ri (i= 1 , ... , Zh(E)) be integral ideals of E such that Lei] 
  represent all square classes in HE/PE. Since G(K/E) is a Klein 
  group, Lai]2e CE(K) and the following coset decompositions are 
CE(L)= CE(K) + CE(K)kA ,
             CE(K)=7 ,[Ri]-2(FEfCE(K)) 
   If a is an integral ideal of E prime to 2 2 and [G`-c] E CE(L) , 
there exist unique Uzi and an element a+b-i-p of OT i2 such that 
r( = 2i-2(a+b,l-p), 
                         (a,p)=1,
a b mod 2. 
 Furthermore 
[a] E CE(K) <-----------> (a/p)(-1)b= 1. 
 Hence we obtain lh E) 
-------- ( 1)b(a/p)q(a2+pb2)/Ai21~ 
i=iatb mod 2J 
                                 a+b\(-pE~i2
—8—






where  Ai= NL/Q(Di) . 
(lZ) The case 11= k (=Q(/-1)). Let p= PP' be the decomposotion in 
prime ideals of p in k. Choose integral elements 11 and 1 of k 
satisfying the congruent relations: 
'Z -- 1=T mod 2 /Z = 1 mod 2 
'2 = 1 mod P r(P) mod P 
it a 1 mod P'. 
Let 71' be the conjugate of -A. over Q. Then it is easy to see 
Pk= (Ni , [-Ai] , [1t1> and K((p) )= <[n1D . It follows from the values 
of conductors in Table 2 that 
11 [Pk: Ck(L)7 = [Ck(L) : Ck(K)] = 2; 
Ck(L) D K((p) ), Ck(K) K((p)) . 
Since G(K/k) is cyclic of order 4, we know 
        Ck(L) 9[7112,Ck(K)[A]2. 
Further the commutativity (resp. non--commutativity) of G(L/Q) (resp, 
G(K/Q)) implies that 
Ck(L) [-A][A,] (resp. Ck(K)C/ZT1C/lj]). 
Therefore 
Ck(L)=<[Al2/[-A1-1[ ll , Pni>, 
Ck(K)=< 2[ ] [1[P]1[1> 
=<[704,L1[7]1>• 
-9-
Thus for integral  ideal5a of k prime to 2p, we obtain 
[ OZ] E Ck (L) < > U7_ has a generator x+-/-1y such that 
                                  2 
                                    (x+y2/p)=1, x- 1, y= 0 mod 2; 
Furthermore 
Cbli C Ck(K) <----------(x+sy/p)(x2+y2/p)4= 1, 
where s is an integer such that s2= -1 mod p. 
Hence 
2 
y2      Gc,k)=2 )'(x+sy/p)(x2+y2/n)x +4q, 
x,y 
where the summation is over all pairs of integers (x,y) such that 
x= 1, y= 0 mod 2 and (x2+y2/p)=1. 
(I) The case M= F (= Q(5)). Let P= (5) and c,J= 4(1+i/ ). For 
x E (F, take an element * of CF such that           
• ,<* is totally positive, 
            &*= oC mod 4, 
fix= 1 mod P. 
Let g E_ L F such that induces an element of order 3 in the group 
((9-F/4)x • Let be a positive integer such that X = 1 mod 4 and 
  = r(P) mod P. Put11= 1+20J . Then it is easy to see 
                  =I          PF< [f , L 'x] , [3 *] , [-M> ,
K((2))= ([Th] , [3x] , N> , K((4))= <[O, 
Taking account of the values of conductors, we have 
[PF:CF(L)nPF1= [CF(L)r1PF:CF(K)f PO= 2; 
CF(L)DK((4)),/ K((2)); CF(K)PK((4)). 
If CL*] ' is the conjugate class of rr1*] , then 
—10—
 Det  J 1= [3* [7*] . 
Since CF(L) is closed under the conjugation, thus CF(L)'= CF(L), and 
CF(L)I)PF, we know 
              CF(L)[Y*], [V<-]•[3*]. 
Therefore 
(5)cF(L)(1FF=< [*],[3*',[A]> . 
The non-commutativity of G(K/Q) shows that CF(K)p[541. 
This implies 
(6)CF(K)(l FF- <[ HH , [3*][7\-1 
Let h(F) be the narrow class number of F. By the genus theory, h(F) is 
odd. Let 13i (1=1,...,h(F)) be integral ideals such that Lb-j-1 represent 
all classes of HF/PF. Then we have the coset decompositions: 
CF(L)= CF(K)+CF (K)[3 ] , 
CF(K)= )K)%                        ,[i]-2(cF(1 PF)-
                                1 Let Ft be a totally positive element of (;~, prime to 4P. If ),4= 1 mod 2 
then we can put FL=  u+v[, u= v+1 mod 2. Further in view of 
(5) and (6) , we obtain 
[,k] E cF(L) <------> NE(13*] , [1-]>~=-----; v= 0 mod 2, (p,u)= 1; 
(7) 
[1)-1 e CF(K) <--------? (u/p)(-1)2(u+v--1)= 1, v- 0 mod 2. 
If }L 1 mod 2, then we can put pc. 2 (s+t /r ) , s :odd. Choose a= 1 or 2 
such that p_ tea= 1 mod 2. Put if *a=u+v[ us v+1 mod 2. Since 
NF/Q(E*)^ 1 mod 4, we have 
                        1TF/Q(µ) u2-v2 mod 4. 
—11—
Therefore 
 v= 0 mod 2 <-------> NF/Q(/L)= 1 mod 4. 
Further if v= 0 mod 2, then 
2(u+v-1)= 2(s+1) mod 2. 
Noting s= 2u mod p, it follows from (7) that 
[k] E CF(L)<--------v:even `-------NF/0(fr(,)= 1 mod 4; 
Furthermore 
         [14-~ E CF(K)<-------?(u/p)(-1)z(u+v-1)=1 --------(s/p)(-_1)(s-1)= 
To obtain 0(L.F), we must consider the effects of units of F. Let 
E+= {Ee (7-F I E: totally positive units} , 
E0= LEE E+ I 1 mod f(K/F)}. 
Put e= [E+:E0) and Bi= NF/0(l-i). Then 
Q(,)= e-1               h(F)/~/\(s/p)(-1)2(s-1 )+tq(s2-4pt2) /B12 
1=1  /u"9                       
+ ------ (s/p) (--1) ~ (s-1) 9 (s2-p t2) /4Ei , 
/u-z 
where the summation with respect to /,L1 (resp./2) is over all 
representatives mod EO of the set of totally positive elements of 
such that p-1= s+2trp; s, t E Z and s= 1 mod 2 (resp. /-L2= 2 (s+t 5) ; 
s,t E Z, s= 1 mod 2 and NF/Q(/2)= 1 mod 4). 
   Let 9 be a prime number. Then we have 
(-_1/Q)= (p/Q)= 1 <--------- y1 splits completely in L 
E------- a(Q )= 1112; 
Furthermore 
          splits completely in K <------------- a(,)= 2 




Consequently we have 
   Theorem 1.  het D= 5 mod 8 and keep the notation as above
. Then 
(i) e(,,K) is a new form of weight one, with character 
 E(n)= (-1/n) on the group 10(16p2); 
   (ii) For a prime number i such that (-1/;)= (p//) = 1, 
(p62.)4= zaU); 
   (iii) e(r,K) has the following three expressions: 
          2
\h(E) ----- 
  V(L,=2/ \---- (-1)b(a/p)q(a2+pb2)/Ai2 nK) 
i=1 alb mod 2 
a+b\j -pRd 2 
                                2 2 




/  i=1 /u-1 
                         +} / (s/p) (-1)(s-1)q(s2-pt2) /4Bi2J 
                                l~z 
   Especially from the second expression of &(T,K) in (iii), we obtain 
a reciprocity law of quartic residue: 
   Corollary 1. Let be a prime number such that (-1/Q)= (p/Q)= 1. 
Put ,\Z= x2+y2 with x° 1 mod 2. Then 
(P42)4= (x+sY/p) (k/p) 4. 
   To avoid diffuseness, for other primes, we shall state only the 
results corresponding to (iii) in the next Remarks. 
                                   —13—
   Remark 1. Let p= 2 or 3. Then  O(r,K) is expressed as follows. 
(p= 2) 
o(x,()=d(16~)~3(16x.)= (-1)aq(4a+1)2+8b2 (via E) 
a,b 
         _ *72(8r)"Z~0(32z)=j\(-1)yq(4x+1)2+16y2 (via k) 
x, y 
= (16L,1, 3F,4sff)+2+(16L.3, 0-F,4\2) 
 (-2/s)qs2-32t2(via F), 
s>6 j t[ 
where V0,192, V3 and 1,(2_4 are theta series defined by 
130(2)= ,(-1)nexp(Tvffin2), 1(22C E). ---- exp(TJ-1n2E74), 
nn-1 mod 2 
i93(T)=> /\ exp(T1-1n2L), 29-4(L)= ------ (2/n)exp(T-V-1n2L/8) 
nn 
and 3i_ denotes the Hecke indefinite theta series ( see [3]) . 
(p= 3) 
          ---v24,)
,3(24-0= 2 (_1)aq(6a+1 )2+12b2(via E) 
a, b 
         _ 1-7(_1)yq(6x+1)2+12y2 + ~ ;(_1)x+1g4(3x+1)2+9(2y+1)2 
x,yx,Y(via k) 
3+(24x,1, 0-F, 4T3)- +(240,7+2,r3, 0r,4\ ) 
----- (s/6)(-1)tgs2-12t2(via F), 
s> 4 I t1 
where 77(T) is the Dedekind eta function. 
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   Remark 2.  Let p_ 3 mod 4 or p= 1 mod 8. Keep the notation as above. 
Let {mil (resp. ~° i}) be the set of the integral ideals of H (resp. F) 
such that f [GZil 21 (resp.ab3 2} ) represent all square classes in 
HE/PE (resp. HF/PF). Put Ai= NE/4
2(Zi) and Ei= NF/Q(2i). Then we have 
the following expressions of e(L,K)• 
(p= 3 mod 4) 
    {~(L.K)-h(E)(-1)b(a/~)q(a2+4pb2)/Ai2, 
i=1031 
r0if p= 7 mod 8, 
                                                              h(E) -----
(_1 )4(I\TE/0(w2)+3) (a/p)q(a2+rb2)/4Ai2 
i=1 c37~---- 
                                                                      ~-otherwise; 
            =x+f-~1y/p~"4(-1)37gx +y 
= e-1 zh(F)zt(S-pt 
                                    22)/H2 
----- ~~ (s/p)(-1)q1 
                   1=1 • /ti 
                              (p2~+------(s/p) ( -1.)2,sgs-- )/Bi 
                                                                         x wheref x+-fy/p14 denotes a cyclic character of ( (9k/p)of order 4 
and the summations are as follows: 
        ` 
        l_6j1= a+2bVpE ni2 , a+2b= 1 mod 4; 
          wf 
1  : W2= 2 (a+b-I-P)E CL1 as 3 mod 4; 
wz 
            : 7L = x+,Fiy, x= 1 mod 4, Y= 0 mod 2, (x2+y2/p)= 1; 
(resp.)  ) : ~U-1 (resp.p-2) runs over all representatives 
—15--
 mod  EO  of  the  set  of  totally  positive  elements  s+t
ip  E  ~i2  such that 
s= 1, t= 0 ( resp.s= 0, t= 1) mod 2. 
(p=1 mod 8) 
    Let y2 be a prime ideal of F over 2. Put 
E6= L u e E+ I u= 1 mod y22(45)1- . 
Let e'= [E+: E61 . Take s E Z such that s2- -1 mod p. Then 
            z
)h(F) -----      e(Z,K)=2------ ,\(-1)b(a/p)q(a2+pb2)/Ai2 
                  1=1 cu 
           =4>'\(x+sy/p)(x2+y2/p)0x2+y2 




where the summations are as follows; 
\: cu= a+b\I-pECZi2, af b mod 2; 
w '
\: /L= x+\I-1y, (x2+y2/p)= 1; 
          iL 
            ( resp. ------ ): /L1(resp. !2) runs over all representatives 
P2 
mod E6 of the set of totally positive integers such that 6= s+t[j5 
(resp. L2= z(s+t5))E 2 i2 and s= t+1 mod 2 (resp. s= 1 mod 2 and 
s-t-2= 0 mod 4). 
§-3. Higher reciprocity law 
Let the notation be as in Consider the polynomial f(x)= x4-m. 
Then the cusp form e(Z,K) has close relation to the decomposition law
)1'1.3
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of K/Q and the "higher  reciprocity law3) " of f(x). We shall explain 
these properties of e(T,K). To this purpose, let us consider the 
expression of G(Z,K) in (4), for N= k. Since is primitive we obtain 
(8)e(L,K)=k(n)gi`k/Q('{`i) 
OTC c4-k 
                  [t31.]• Ck(L) 
Let m= 2e(2)m1, (m1,2)= 1. Put 
(9) m1*= I I p. 
Pim1 
Then the conductor F(K/k) of K over k is given in the next Table 3.
 e(2) 1,3 0 2
m1 mod 8 1 5 3,7 1,5 3 7
F(K/k) 8m1* m1*1 2m1` 4m1* 4m1* 2m1* m1*1
                                Table 3. 
Let f be the positive  integer such that F(K/k)= M. Then the level 
N of b(-C,K) is given by 
(10)N= 4f2. 
                                Now the decomposition law of K/Q is described by Oj (Z,K) as follows. 
   Proposition 1. Let p be a prime number not dividing f. Denote 
by f  the relative degree of the prime ideals of K over p. Then the 
following assertions hold: 
   (i) If p= 1 mod 4, then 
f
p= 1 <-------------- 4 a(P)= 2; 
3) For the higher reciprocity law, see Hiramatsu [2] and Moreno [5]. 
--17—
 f= ------------ a(p)= -2; 
f= 4<----------> a(p)= 0. 
   (ii) If p= 3 mod 4, then a(p)= 0, f
p=2 or 4_ Further 
f = 2 ---------- a (p 2) = 1; 
                 f= 4 <--------->a(p2)= -1.
                 P 
   (iii) If p= 2, then f
p= 1 or 2. Further 
f= 1 ---------- a(p)= 1; 
f= 2 <---------'> a(p)= -1. 
   Proof. Let P be a prime ideal of k over p and fD the relative 
degree of P. Denote by P' the conjugate ideal of P. Since G(K/k) is 
cyclic, it is easy to see 
[P]E Ck(L) (resp.Ck(K))^-------- P splits completely in L (resp. K) 
------ fp/fp= 1 or 2 (resp. fp/fP=1) ; 
LP~ Ck(L) ----- LPG /--H . 
From this, for a prime p such that p= 2 or p_ 3 mod 4 we have 
[P] c Ck(L) and fp/fp=1 or 2. 
Therefore our assertions are deduced immidiately from (8),q.e.d. 
   Corollary 2. Let p be a prime number such that (-1/p)= (m/p)= 1 
Then 
(m/P)4= 2a(P)• 
   Next we shall treat the higher reciprocity law of f(x). Consider 
all irreducible representations of G and they are listed below. 












                                Table 4. 
 Let ,t be the character of VI For a prime number p unramified at K 
(<-----> ON), denote by 6p the Frobenius substitution of p. Then 
(11) 1(0-p)= (-1/P),*2(p)= (m0/P),3n)=(-m0/p), 
76(6-p)= a( P) 
where m0is the square free part of m: 
             m0=rlp . 
e(p):odd 
For a prime number p, put 
S(p)=. # fa-C:FDIf(a)g 0 mod p/ 
Then we have 
Proposition 2, Let p be a prime number not dividing N. Then 
S(P)= 1+a(p)+(m0/P) 
= a(0+a(P2)-(-mb/P)• 
Proof. Put H= <f>. Then H is the subgroup of G corresponding to 
the subfield Q(t m). Let 114 be the identity character of H and y its 
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induced character of G. Let d(f) be the  discriminant of f(x). Then 
N and d(f) have the same prime divisors. Therefore we obtain for ipitN, 
J(G)= S(P). 
Computing inner product of L with all irreducible characters of G, we 
have 
                            0 if i= 1,3, 
                             1 otherwise; 
(v(x)= 1. 
Therefore 
                    = L/,0+ 2+ X, • 
It follows from (11) that 
                      S(p)= 1+(m0/p)+a(p). 
In view of (2), we obtain (0.3 of Shimura [7]) 
a(P)2= a(P2)+(-1/P). 
On the other hand,by (11) we see 
a(P) 2= X(62)+2(-1/P). 
Therefore 
a(p2)= 7,(62)+(-1/p). 
Since the correspondence: g-------;7((g2) is a class function of G, by 
computing inner products with irreducible characters of G, we have 
?.(6 2)= 1-(-1/p)+(m0/p)+(-m0/P). 
From this we have 
a(p2)= 1+(m0/P)+(-m0/P); S(p)= a(P)+a(p2)-(-m0/P),q.e.d. 
   Let Sp*(x)/ be the set of all primes p such that f(x) mod p factors 
into a product of distinct linear polynomials over Fp. Then we have 
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 Proposition 3. (Higher Reciprocity Law of f(x)). Let p be a 
prime number not dividing N. Then 
             p Splf f(x)} ----------a(p)= 2. 
    Proof. This is obvious from Propositions 1 and 2. 
§4. Elliptic curves and cusp forms of weight one 
    Let the notation be as in preceding sections. Consider the elliptic 
curve E over Q defined by 
E: y2= x3+4mx. 
Then E has a complex multiplication J such that 
(12) J(P)= (-x,-V-1y), 
for all points P= (x,y) on E. 
Since J2= -1E, the subalgebra 0" generated by J over Z is identified 
with the maximal order 0-of k= 0(-,/-1). Denote the L-function of E by 
                              ao 
L(s,E)= /  c(n)n-s. 
                                   n=1 
Let c(E) be the conductor of E. Further put 
                -(T ,E)= ------- c(n)gn. 
                                   n=1 
Since E has complex multiplications, we know - (t,E) is a cusp form 
of weight 2, with trivial character on the group 10(c(E)) (Shimura[8]) 
In this section we shall show that the cusp form Q(Z,K) of weight one 
is associated with the cusp form j(-1,E) of weight 2 under a congruent 
relation. At first we determine the conductor c(E). Since E has 
complex multiplications it is easy to see that c(E) takes the form 
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                c(E)= 2x3ym22, 
where x,  yE Z and m2 is the product of all prime divisors of m which 
are prime to 6. Let e(2) and e(3) be the 2-exponent and 3-exponent of 
m respectively. Then by Tate's argorithm in Tate [10], we know y= 0 
or 2 according to e(3)= 0 or not. Further x are as follows.
e(2)  0 1 2 3
 m1 mod 4 1 3 1 3
X 5 6 8 6 5 8
                                Table 5. 
Let  m1* be the integer defined by (9). Then we have from this 
                   c(E)= 2xm_ix2. 
Therefore it follows from Tables 3 and 5 that the level c(E) of -02(j,E) 
equals to the level N of e (-C,K) uc to a power of 2 and that c(E)= N 
if e(2) is odd. For a prime number p not dividing c(E), denote by Ep 
the reduction of E mod p. Then Ep is again an elliptic curve with 
complex multiplications 5k. Let 9-= (1+-V--1) be the prime ideal of k 
dividing 2. Denote by E(n) (resp. Ep(n)) the group of 07-n-division 
points of E (resp. Ep). Then 
E(2)= (x,0)3 0} qOE, 
           E(3)= t (x,Y)  (x3+4mx)(x2-4m)= 0,y2= x3+4mxJ J .10EF , 
where OE denotes the identity element of the group structure on E. 
From this we obtain 
-22-
(13)  P= (x,y)E E(3)-E(2) <---------> x2-4m= 0. 
Further K is generated over Q by all -3-division points of E. Denote 
by I\I and T(p) the number of F-rational points of E
p and Ep(3) 
respectively. Then we have following Proposition. 
    Proposition 4. Keep the notation as above. Let 
(p)= -1-(-1/PV1+(2/P)1 . Then 
   (i) T(P)= S(P)+(-m0/P)+3, 
   (ii) Np= T(p)+rl(p) mod 8. 
Proof. Let M (resp. M(n)) be the subset of F p-rational points 
of Ep (resp. E(n)-E(n-1)). Let 
A= L a E Fp I f (a) = 0 mod p . 
For p,r2m, by (13) we have a bi j ection goof /\ to M(3) defined by 
g(a)= (2a2,4a3), aE A . 
Therefore 
S(P)= /\1 = Im(3)I 
Further it is easy to see 
IM(2)I = 1+(-m0/p), IM(1)1 = 2. 
Hence 
T(p)= 1'4(3)1 + IN(2)1 + 114(1) = S(P)+(-m0/P)+3. 
This shows (i). Next we shall prove (ii). The following is easily 
obtained: 
{-4 if (.w1/p)= (m/p)4= 1,  (14) S(P)= 2 if (-1/p)= -1 and (m/p)4= 1, 0 otherwise. 
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Let  pa= 3 mod 4. Then it follows from (14) and (i) just proved th
at 
T(p)= 4 mod 8. 
On the other hand it is easily obtained 
                                 Nn= p+1.
Therefore 
                     N
A= T(p)+/q(p) mod 8. 
Let p= 1 mod 4. Then by (12), the endomorphism J of E
p induced by 
is defined over F. Let U be the subgroup of AutF (E
p) generated 
by J. Then U is cyclic group of order 4 and M becomes a U-module, 
Let PG M and denote by 0(P) the U-orbit of P. Then we have 
                1 if P 6-M(1) , 
(15) I0(P)I = 2 if P eM(2), 
               4 otherwise. 
Let 
M*. M(n) , N**= x 6 14 I order of x is odd . 
n=1 
Then M* and M** become U-modulesand M= M*(7" MBE*. From (15) we know 
(16)IM**I = 1 mod 4. 
Let t be the largest integer such that M* 2 Ep(t). If there exists 
element P of M(3) , then it follows from (15) that 
IM(3)1 = 4,II'`I(2)I = 2. 
This implies that t}3. Therefore 
(N*I = 2 <----------? t= 1 <------------j T(A)= 2; 
IM*1= 4 <----------? t= 2 <--------> T(p)= 4; 




Hence by  (1  6)  , 
N= IM*1 . f i,,1-*i = T(p) mod 8, q. e. d. 
   Consider the L-function L(s,E) of E. Since E has complex multipli-
cations, the Euler product and p-th coefficient c(p) of L(s,E) are 
as follows ( Tate [91) 
                 L(s,E)= TT (1-c(p)p-s+p1-2s)-1 
(17)pKc(E) 
                          1+p-NPif p ,f' c (E) , 
                  C(p)= 
                    0otherwise. 
Furthermore we have 
   Proposition 5. Let p be a prime number such that p,f'c(E). Let 
y(p)=f1+(-1/p)1{-1-(2/p)}- . Then 
c(p)° a(p)+ Y (p) mod 8. 
Proof. Let PG denote the character of the regular representation 
of G. Then 
PG= 1+ vii+ 3+2x • 
Since G is of order 8, for all g C- G we have 
P(g)= 0 mod 8. 
In this congruent equation, put g= djp for p /c(E), then by (11), 
2a(p)+1+(m0/p)+(-m0/p)+(-1/p)= 0 mod 8. 
On the other hand, Propositions 2 and 4 imply 
c(p)= -a(p)- p.(p)+p-241+(m0/p)+(-m0/p)} mod 8. 
Thus 
c(p)= a(p)-p-(p)+p-2+(-1/p) mod 8. 
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It is easy to see 
 '(p)= p-2 -(p)+(-1/p) mod 8. 
Therefore 
c(p)= a(p)+ X(p) mod 8, q. e. d. 
   Note that a(p)= 0 if plf, c(p)= 0 if plc(E) and y(p)= 0 mod 4. 
Further it follows from Tables 3 and 5 that c(E)/f is a power of 2. 
Therefore we have: 
   Corollary 3- Let p be an odd prime. Then 
a(p)= c(p) mod 4- 
Furthermore, if f is even, then 
a(2)= c(2) mod 4-
   It follows from (2) and (17) that Fourier coefficients a(n) and 
c(n) are both multiplicative. Therefore we know that a(n)= c(n) mod 
if n is odd and that c(n)= 0 mod 4 if n is even. Let 
                  0'(L,K)= /—~ a(n)gn. 
                                  n:odd 
Then C)'(T,K) is a cusp form of weight one, with character E ' on the 
group I-0(4N) , where E  is a character mod 4N induced by E 
(Lemma 2 in Shimura [8]). Consequently we obtain the next Theorem. 
   Theorem 2. Keep the notation as above. Then 
e' (~,K)= I( ,,E) mod 4-
If f is even, we have further 
8 (T,K)= -,Q (t,E) mod 4. 
   Remark 3. The number of rational points Np is computed as follows 
-26-
4
For  ptc(E), 
p+1
-if p°3 mod 4,          N                 p+1-T(4m/r)4-77_( -4m/K) 4 otherwise, 
where TC and it are prime elements of k= Q(/J) such that p= 7T T and 
TC= 1 mod (2+2-1---71) (Davenport and Hasse [1]). From this it is 
 comparatively easy to deduce Proposition 4 and Theorem 2. However we 
 could attain to Theorem 2, without using this result, along the 
 following process: 
                   c(p)--------->1\1 ---------> T(p) -------->S(p)-------> a(p) . 
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